
#CWFoundersDinner

CW Founders' Dinner 
Chaired by Raj Gawera, Chairman of CW 

Peterhouse, Cambridge 
13th September 2018

Agenda

17:30 Drinks reception sponsored by Magna International  
18:45 Call to Dinner in the Dining Hall 
19:00 Welcome and Update from CW Chairman, Raj Gawera  
           Introduction to Magna International 
           Introduction to CGI   
19:20 Dinner served sponsored by CGI 
21:00 After Dinner Speech from Andrew Palmer, Consulting Director, CGI 
21:30 Q&A 
21:45 Networking till 22:00 
 

Roast Haddock 
Lime, garlic and cumin rub, cockles, clams, saffron sauce 

OR 
Celeriac Gnocchi (Veg Option) 

Watercress cream, black truffle, soused celery, oregano dressing 
~ 

Venison Saddle 
Treacle parsnip, creamed swede, fine beans, pistachio freekeh, parsnip crisp, 

juniper gravy 
OR 

Edamame Bean Falafel (Veg Option) 
Roasted carrot hummus, caponata, griddled garlic and cumin flatbread, giant 

couscous, home cured pickles 
~ 

Chocolate Fondant 
Dark chocolate and mint ice-cream, salted caramel truffle 

 
 (Vegetarian options are by pre-order only)

Menu
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Speaker Profile: Andrew Palmer, Consulting Director, CGI

Profile of Dinner Sponsor

Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the largest IT and business consulting services 
firms in the world. Operating in hundreds of locations across the globe, CGI 
professionals help clients to achieve their goals, including becoming customer- 
centric digital organizations. We deliver an end-to-end portfolio of capabilities, 
from high-end IT and business consulting to systems integration, outsourcing 
services and intellectual property solutions that help accelerate clients' results. 
CGI works with clients around the world through a unique client proximity 
model complemented by a global delivery center of excellence network to help 
clients accelerate results, transform their organizations and drive competitive 
advantage.

Profile of Drinks Reception Sponsor

'Breaking Barriers - Moving 5G beyond theory into 
Implementation'

Andrew has 30 years of experience in IT, Telecoms and TV & 
Media, having worked in various roles for IBM, AT&T, 
Ericsson, Motorola and Arris. 
 
His present role is to leverage existing CGI capabilities that 
match the needs of our clients in the Telecoms sector, as well 
as building new capabilities that will support the emerging 
and changing needs of our client base.  Andrew has proven 
experience in developing and delivering complex SI & 
Services solutions that meet both business and technology 
needs, his primary focus is 5G, IoT and the enablers required 
to bring them to the mass market.

Magna is a leading global automotive supplier with 327 manufacturing 
operations and 100 product development, engineering and sales centers in 29 
countries. Magna has over 161,000 employees focused on delivering superior 
value to its customers through Innovation and World Class Manufacturing and 
Processes. At Magna, we take great ideas and develop them from invention to 
commercialization. We also know that great thinking happens outside our four 
walls, and that our ability to commercialise great ideas benefits inventors, 
founders, entrepreneurs, customers, and ultimately all who share the road.
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Upcoming CW Events

Peterhouse

Radio Technology & 
Academic Industry

University of Bristol, 
Bristol

CMS HQ, London

Radio technology for 5G - 
Making it work

Discovering Start-ups 
Competition 2018

18 Sep

17 Sep

Date Event Title SIG Location

27 Sep CW TEC 2018 - The 
inevitable automation of 
Next Generation Networks

The Computer 
Laboratory, 
Cambridge

28 Sep CW Unplugged - Megacities CW Unplugged The Bradfield Centre, 
Cambridge

05 Oct Sixty Years of Satellites - 
from Sputnik to SpaceX

Heritage The Science Museum, 
London

11 Oct Data is Gold for Cities and 
Citizens

Smart Cities The Bradfield Centre, 
Cambridge

23 Oct Deep Learning in medical 
imaging

Healthcare Microsoft Research, 
Cambridge

19 Oct A tour of Orford Ness 
Nature Reserve Military 
Test Sites

Heritage Orford Ness, 
Woodbridge

Peterhouse is the oldest of the Cambridge colleges, founded by Hugo 
de Balsham, Bishop of Ely in 1284 and granted its charter by King 
Edward I. 

As a charitable institution dedicated to education and research, the 
College has made its own distinctive contribution to society for over 
700 years, surviving the Reformation, Civil War and the upheavals of 
every century since. It remains the smallest college in terms of number 
of Fellows and students. 

Throughout its history, Petreans have been at the heart of the political, social and religious controversies 
that have shaped society. The computer takes its inspiration from Charles Babbage. Lord Kelvin brought 
electric light to the College second only to the Houses of Parliament, to mark Peterhouse’s 600th 
anniversary in 1884. Sir Frank Whittle and Sir Christopher Cockerell gave the world the jet engine and the 
hovercraft. 

08 Nov Realising the 5G 
opportunity for pioneering 
spectrum access - beyond 
exclusive licensing

Small Cells Future Cities Catapult, 
London
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New Founder Members joining us tonight

Ablett & Stebbing  - 

Cambridge Enterprise  -

Company Cue  -

Mensensei  - 

PwC  - 

Intellegens Limited  - 

CGI  - 

David Taylor

James Thomas

James Bradbury

Tuukka Ylahati

Gareth Wilmer

Steve Evans

Gareth Conduit

Ablett & Sterling are patent and trade mark attorneys with offices in London and Dundee. We 
are a multidisciplinary team of IP specialists representing a diverse range of clients worldwide.

Cambridge Enterprise is the commercialisation arm of the University of Cambridge. We help 
University members form and fund spin-outs, license technologies to companies and share 
expertise with industry and government.

Company Cue provides a voice to lots of brands including Apple and Google, ensuring they 
speak with a clear and authentic tone of voice in any language around the world.

Mensensei is a B2B platform for building private social networks dedicated for knowledge 
transfer. It delivers elegant mobile UX, at low costs, and rapid deployment time.

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. Working across 
artificial intelligence, life sciences and AgriTech industry sectors, our clients range from SMEs 
to some of the most recognised business in the region.

Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the world's largest IT and business consulting services firms, 
helping clients achieve their goals, including becoming customer-centric digital organizations.

Intellegens offer a unique artificial intelligence tool to analyse incomplete data. The approach 
has discovered drugs and designed new materials that have been experimentally verified and 
commercialized.

Next Founders' Dinner

13th December 2018

2nd April 2019

Gonville and Cauis College, Cambridge

Magdalene College, Cambridge


